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1. Ocean model sensitivity experiments 

1.1 Methodology 

Surface boundary conditions are specified from 1960 to 2009 using the updated CORE-II (Common Ocean-ice 

Reference Experiments) data set consisting of 6-hourly fields of 10 m winds (u, v), 10m air temperature (T) and 

10m specific humidity (q), daily fields of downwelling short wave (sw) and long wave (lw) radiation, and 

monthly fields of precipitation (p) and snowfall (sn) [Large and Yeager, 2009]. Turbulent air-sea fluxes are 

calculated using the bulk formulae of Large and Yeager [2004]. No restoring is applied to model temperatures 

but surface salinities are relaxed towards a monthly climatology using a freshwater flux of 33.333 mm/day/psu, 

equivalent to a relaxation timescale of about 40 days over a 50m layer.  

 

The purpose of our sensitivity experiments is to separate the historical variations in DSL attributable to the 

mechanical forcing from surface winds (WIND) and buoyancy fluxes that arise due to variations in 

thermodynamic boundary conditions (BUOY). Similar experiments have been used to investigate the drivers of 

21
st
 century regional sea level change [e.g. Bouttes and Gregory, 2014; Saenko et al. 2015] and historical 

variability of ocean circulation in the North Atlantic [e.g. Robson et al. 2012a;  Polo et al. 2014; Pillar et al. 

2014; Yeager and Danabasoglu, 2014]. There is no perfect approach for attributing ocean variability to different 

atmospheric forcings and previous studies have tackled this issue using a variety of different models and 

methodologies.  For example, although using flux boundary conditions (as opposed to state variables combined 

with bulk formula) with an ocean model allows a clean separation of forcings, it removes the possibility of 

feedbacks from sea surface temperatures (SSTs) on local heat fluxes. Here, we separate the influence of 

momentum and buoyancy forcings by combining bulk formulae with interannually varying and/or 

climatological “normal year” atmospheric boundary conditions. One difference in our experiments compared to 

the GO5 reference experiment described by Megann et al. [2014] is that the wind-speed required for calculation 

of turbulent fluxes is estimated directly from 10m winds rather than wind speed relative to ocean currents. 
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Removal of this small feedback means that momentum fluxes are more comparable between experiments. The 

impact of this change on the interannual variability is negligible.   

 

To implement our sensitivity experiments, we modified the NEMO model to enable the separate specification 

of atmospheric boundary conditions for the independent calculation of air-sea momentum fluxes, air-sea heat 

fluxes, and air-ice/ice-sea fluxes.  The four sensitivity experiments used in this study (CTRL, CTRL_NYF, 

WIND, and BUOY) and the boundary conditions applied for the evaluation of different fluxes are summarized 

in supplementary table 1. In both WIND and BUOY, air-ice and ice-sea fluxes are calculated using the same 

time-varying boundary conditions as CTRL. This was done to retain the same sea ice distribution in both 

sensitivity experiments. Note that in all experiments, simulated SSTs are required for the calculation of 

turbulent heat fluxes and outgoing long wave radiation. This means that heat fluxes in WIND exhibit 

interannual variation in response to variations in SSTs, despite the relevant atmospheric quantities being held 

constant (see supplementary figure 2). This feedback is a dominant source of  heat flux variability in regions of 

equatorial upwelling, but because the feedback is negative (i.e. negative SST anomalies induce a heat flux 

anomaly that warms the ocean) it acts as a damping term and therefore we do not consider it a driver of 

variability.  

 

1.2 Correction for low-frequency model “drift” 

For a given set of initial and boundary conditions, it can take many centuries for an ocean model to come into 

equilbrium. This means that ocean model experiments commonly exhibit unwanted low-frequency adjustments 

that are unrelated to the imposed forcings (i.e. ‘drift’). We identify such changes using our parallel “normal 

year” forcing experiment (CTRL_NYF) combined with a non-parametric regression technique (locally 

weighted scatter plot smoothing, Lowess). These smooth estimates of drift are then removed from all variables 

in our model sensitivity experiments on a gridpoint-by-gridpoint basis. Supplementary figure 3 shows an 

example of this process applied to dynamic sea level at a location in the North Atlantic. Using an alternative 
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method to remove drift from our sensitivity experiments (a high-pass filter with a cutoff of ten years) did not 

affect the conclusions of our study.  
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Supplementary table 1. Boundary conditions used in ocean model sensitivity experiments 

 

 Types of flux and specified boundary conditions 

Experiments Air-sea momentum 

(umom, vmom) 

Air-sea buoyancy 

(ubuoy, vbuoy, T, q, sw, lw, p, sn) 

Air-ice and ice-sea (all) 

(u, v, T, q, sw, lw, p, sn) 

CTRL Time-varying Time-varying Time-varying 

CTRL_NYF Normal year Normal year Normal year 

BUOY Normal year Time-varying Time-varying 

WIND Time-varying Normal year Time-varying 
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Supplementary figure 1. Dynamic sea level (altimeter) fingerprints associated with fifteen modes of climate 

variability at different lags.  Fingerprints are defined as the difference between composite means of dynamic sea 

level calculated using the fifty most positive and negative months of the associated climate index. Positive lags 

correspond to changes in sea level after an identified climate anomaly. For example, fingerprints for a lag of 12 

months are indicative of the pattern of sea level one year after to the positive phase of the specified mode of 

variability.   
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Supplementary figure 1 (continued) 
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Supplementary figure 1 (continued) 
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Supplementary figure 1 (continued) 
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Supplementary figure 1 (continued) 
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Supplementary figure 1 (continued) 
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Supplementary figure 1 (continued) 
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Supplementary figure 1 (continued) 
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Supplementary figure 1 (continued) 
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Supplementary figure 2. Standard deviation (W/m
2
) of annual mean surface heat flux in ocean model 

sensitivity experiments.  
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Supplementary figure 3. An example demonstrating the use of a parallel normal year forcing experiment to 

remove unwanted multi-decadal adjustments in dynamic sea level (i.e. drift) from an experiment with 

interannual variations in the applied forcings.  


